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Quantum algorithms are usually monolithic circuits, becoming large at modest input size. Nearterm quantum architectures can only execute small circuits. We develop automated methods to distribute quantum circuits over multiple agents, minimising quantum communication between them.
We reduce the problem to hypergraph partitioning, which is NP-hard but has advanced heuristic
solvers. Our implementation is evaluated on five quantum circuits. Four are amenable to distribution. The distribution cost is more than halved when compared to a naive approach.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Ac; 03.67.Lx

Quantum computation [1–3] leverages the laws of
quantum mechanics to design physical systems capable
of outperforming devices based on the laws of classical
mechanics [4–6]. Over the past couple of decades, this
idea has rapidly developed from theoretical results into
actual quantum technology [7–9].
Although there are other approaches [10], the dominant way to present a quantum algorithm is as a quantum
circuit [11]: a description of how quantum devices, chosen from a fixed finite set, are applied to different parts
of the input system; see Figure 1 for an example. Each
of the ‘wires’ that quantum devices act upon typically
consist of a two level quantum system called a quantum
bit or qubit. The qubit count grows with the input size,
and for relevant problems such as unique shortest vector
(with applications in cryptography [12]) the circuit grows
large: lattice dimension 3 already requires 842 qubits and
95,624 gates [13].
Near-term quantum computing architectures are not
capable of executing such large circuits. It is therefore desirable to split a circuit into smaller pieces – each of which
is executed on a different quantum processing unit (QPU)
– in a way that computes the same solution. This approach is known as distributed quantum computing [14].
It requires QPUs to coordinate, making it necessary to
allocate resources for communication. This establishes a
trade-off: the more processors we wish to use to perform
the computation, the larger the communication cost will
be. In the extreme case, one could imagine each individual qubit being managed by a separate QPU, so every
multi-qubit gate requires a communication call.
Quantum communication over long distances is performed more profitably by photonics, whereas inprocessor communication is easier with cold matter or
solid state architectures. Let us mention two examples:
• Two of the currently most advanced quantum architectures are hybrids, that connect small units of
matter degrees of freedom (such as ion traps or nitrogen vacancy centres), into a network using photonic degrees of freedom [15, 16].
• Part of the aim of the Quantum Internet Al-
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FIG. 1. Example quantum circuit, applying Hadamard gates
H and CNOT gates α, β, γ, δ to four input qubits A, B, C, D.

liance [17] is to establish a network between several
parties, each of whose nodes has limited quantum
capabilities in the order of 10-20 qubits [18]. In
this view, questions of routing information along
the quantum network become important [19, 20].
Thus distributed quantum computing may be regarded
as a viable contribution towards scalability. However, the
standard approach of quantum programmers is to design
quantum programs as monolithic circuits [21]. But how
do you execute, for example, the quantum circuit in Figure 1, using a pair of 2-qubit quantum processors? This
article develops an automated method that distributes
any circuit across any number of quantum processing
units, while minimising the quantum communication between them.
We first discuss nonlocal quantum gates and distributed quantum computing in more detail. Then we
reduce the problem to hypergraph partitioning. The latter problem is NP-hard [22], but has highly advanced
heuristic solvers [23] (which compute good, though perhaps not optimal, solutions in efficient time). This leads
to an algorithm that distributes any user-defined quantum circuit. We briefly discuss its implementation details, namely pre- and post-processing routines to improve the circuit distribution. Finally, we evaluate the
implementation on five standard quantum algorithms.
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Distributed quantum computing architectures (DQCAs) are characterised by the following features [14]:
• Multiple quantum processing units (QPUs), each of
which holds a number of workspace qubits, and
can perform classically controlled universal quantum computation on them.
• A classical communication network that the QPUs
may send classical messages through when measuring their qubits, and receive message over when applying corrections.
• Ebit generation hardware. An ebit is a maximally
entangled bipartite quantum state, shared across
two QPUs. Each ebit thus comprises two qubits
(each one stored in a different QPU), called ebit
halves. An ebit contains the information needed
within one QPU to communicate a single qubit to
another QPU. Each QPU may have its own hardware to create and share ebits, or a separate device may generate ebits centrally. Depending on
the technology, this may involve entanglement distillation and error correction of a noisy quantum
channel [24].
For example, experimental DQCAs have used cavities
to trap particles encoding the qubits, and laser pulses to
entangle cavities across different QPUs [25].
Any DQCA strikes a compromise between ebit quality and the resources dedicated to preparing them [26].
Fortunately, efficient distributed quantum computation
using noisy ebits is feasible [27]. Ebit generation remains
the main bottleneck of DQCAs: it is far more expensive
than classical communication and any local operation, as
creating or using an ebit takes multiple local operations.
Our objective is therefore to minimise the number of
ebits required to distribute a given quantum circuit. Besides, each QPU in a DQCA will have a limited amount
of workspace that, without loss of generality, we may assume to be the same across all of the QPUs. Ideally,
the number k of QPUs to distribute the circuit across
is k ≈ N/C, where N counts the qubits in the circuit,
and C measures the workspace of a QPU. To reduce idle
workspace, we will therefore impose an additional loadbalance requirement: the qubits of the quantum circuit
must be allocated evenly across the QPUs.
Nonlocal quantum gates Quantum circuits are constructed by connecting gates that apply operations to
the qubits. A universal gateset is a collection of gates
that can be used to implement any circuit up to arbitrary accuracy. One of the most commonly used universal
gatesets is Clifford+T [28]. This finite gateset contains
several gates acting on a single qubit, and a single 2-qubit
gate called CNOT. When distributing a circuit, every 1qubit gate can be implemented locally in the QPU holding the qubit; hence without inter-QPU communication.

In contrast, communication is required to implement any
CNOT gate acting on a pair of qubits that live in different
QPUs, in which case we call the gate nonlocal.
Only considering the Clifford+T gateset is not restrictive. Given any circuit, the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [29]
approximates it (up to arbitrary precision ε) using gates
exclusively from a chosen universal gateset. This translation is efficient (O(logc (1/ε)) for small c) both in time
and circuit length. Thus, we may assume that all quantum circuits are implemented in the Clifford+T gateset.
To distribute quantum circuits, it therefore suffices to
implement the CNOT gate nonlocally.
To do so, we build on the known scheme [30] shown
in Figure 2. It implements any number of contiguous
nonlocal CNOT gates that act on the same control qubit
and whose target qubits reside in the same QPU: first
apply a so-called cat-entangler (defined in Figure 2) to
share the state of the control qubit with the target QPU;
then, perform the CNOT gates locally at the target QPU;
finally, the cat-disentangler destructively measures the
remaining ebit half. The communication between the
two QPUs uses a single ebit, apart from two classical
bits (the measurement outcomes).
We call this scheme the remote-control method, as it
shares the state of the control wire with a remote QPU.
In the dual remote-target method, the CNOT gates act
on a common target wire instead, and the state of the
target wire is shared with a remote QPU. The scheme for
the remote-target method is the same as that for remotecontrol, but both cat-entangler and cat-disentangler are
preceded and followed by Hadamard gates on each wire.
Depending on the layout of the circuit, some groups
of nonlocal CNOT gates will be realised more efficiently (i.e. using fewer ebits) by the remote-control
method, whereas others will benefit from the remotetarget method. Therefore part of the challenge of distributing a circuit is deciding which method to use when
implementing each nonlocal CNOT.
Hypergraph partitioning A hypergraph consists of a
set V of vertices, and a family H ⊆ 2V of subsets of
vertices called hyperedges. The hypergraph partitioning
problem has as input a hypergraph (V, H), a parameter k giving the number of blocks (sub-hypergraphs) we
wish to partition the hypergraph into, and a parameter
ω known as the load-imbalance tolerance. The output
should be a labelling f : V → {1, 2 . . . k} of vertices by
blocks, satisfying the following two criteria:
• load-balance: for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k:
|{v ∈ V | f (v) = i}| < (1 + ω)

|V |
k

(1)

• minimal number of cuts: given a way to assign a
score χg ∈ N to a labelling g : V → {1, 2, . . . , k},
ensure that χf ≤ χg for every labelling g. The
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FIG. 2. Implementation, as in [30], of a group of nonlocal CNOT gates that have a common control wire. Circuit a) is the
original circuit, b) is the distributed version. The dashed line indicates how the circuit is separated into two QPUs. The bent
wire on the left of b) represents the generation of an ebit.

score χg may be calculated in several ways, corresponding to variations of the hypergraph
P partitioning problem. This paper uses χg = h∈H λg (h),
where
λg (h) = |{i ∈ N | ∃v ∈ h : g(v) = i}| − 1

(2)

This scoring not only takes into account the number of hyperedges cut, but also how many different
blocks they reach.
We reduce the problem of efficiently distributing quantum circuits to the problem of hypergraph partitioning
along the following intuition:
Hypergraph partitioning
vertices
hyperedges
partition
blocks
load-balance (1)
fewest cuts (2)

Efficient distribution
wires
groups of CNOTs
distribution
QPUs
load-balance
fewest ebits used

the corresponding wire is allocated. Similarly, assigning
a CNOT-vertex to a block determines which QPU will
perform the CNOT operation. Accordingly, the CNOT
will be local or require communication (i.e. ebits) to access its control and target wires.
Notice that each hyperedge connects a wire-vertex with
multiple CNOT-vertices: it represents all the locations
where the wire’s state is required. The number of cuts
of a given hyperedge corresponds to the number of extra
blocks it reaches (2), and for each of them an ebit is
needed so the wire’s state is accessible. Therefore, the
number of cuts corresponds precisely to the number of
ebits.
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The pseudocode in Figure 3 creates a hypergraph that
summarises all the communication constraints between
the qubits of the input circuit. This algorithm runs in
time O(n) linear in the number n of gates of the input
circuit. Figure 4 shows an example execution. Each vertex in the hypergraph corresponds to either a wire or
a CNOT; below we refer to them as wire-vertices and
CNOT-vertices respectively.
Theorem Distributions of a quantum circuit with c
ebits correspond bijectively to partitions of its hypergraph
generated by Figure 3 with c cuts. A partition can be
converted into a distributed circuit in time O(n), where
n is the number of gates in the original circuit.
We now explain the intuition behind this theorem; for
the formal proof see Appendix A. First, observe that any
distribution is described by a hypergraph partition: assigning a wire-vertex to a block indicates in which QPU
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input : c i r c u i t
o u t p u t : (V, H)
begin
V ← ∅
H ← ∅
hedge ← ∅
f o r e a c h w i r e i n c i r c u i t do
V ← V ∪ { wire }
hedge ← { w i r e }
hType ← unknown
f o r e a c h g a t e i n w i r e do
i f g a t e == CNOT t h e n
V ← V ∪ {labelOf ( g a t e ) }
i f controlOf ( g a t e ) == w i r e t h e n
i f hType == target t h e n
H ← H + { hedge }
hedge ← { w i r e }
hType ← control
i f targetOf ( g a t e ) == w i r e t h e n
i f hType == control t h e n
H ← H + { hedge }
hedge ← { w i r e }
hType ← target
hedge ← hedge ∪ {labelOf ( g a t e ) }
else
H ← H + { hedge }
hedge ← { w i r e }
hType ← unknown
H ← H + { hedge }
end

FIG. 3. Pseudocode translating a quantum circuit into a hypergraph.
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FIG. 4. Step by step execution of the algorithm in Figure 3 with input the quantum circuit of Figure 1. Each hyperedge
is represented as a collection of line segments that all meet at one end, while their other ends reach each of the hyperedge’s
vertices. Thick lines represent hyperedges of target type, thin lines are used for control type (see Figure 3).

To create the distributed circuit, add a cat-entangler
and cat-disentangler for each cut, and then allocate all
CNOTs to their corresponding QPU, connecting the relevant wires and ebits. This translation takes O(cuts +
gates) steps. However, by construction of the hypergraph, we know that cuts ≤ 2 · gates, and thus this transformation takes time O(n) linear in the number n of gates
in the original circuit.
Implementation Hypergraph partitioning has been
extensively studied in the computer science literature.
Reducing our problem to it lets us use solvers such
as KaHyPar [23]. We implemented our approach in
the quantum circuit description language Quipper [31]
(see [32]).
Apart from extracting a hypergraph out of the input
circuit (Figure 3), and building the distributed circuit
from the resulting partition, there are additional preprocessing and post-processing phases:
• Pre-processing 1 : transform the input circuit into
an equivalent one using only Clifford+T gates;
Quipper provides specialised functionality to do so.
• Pre-processing 2 : use the well-known rules [33]
from Figure 5 to swap the order between CNOTs
and the 1-qubit gates from Clifford+T , pulling all
CNOTs as early in the circuit as possible. This
brings CNOTs closer together, letting our algorithm implement larger groups of nonlocal CNOTs
using a single ebit.
• Post-processing: reduce the ebit storage space
by garbage management while building the distributed circuit: immediately after performing the
last CNOT of a group that involves an ebit, apply
its cat-disentangler. This destroys the ebit so its
space can be reused to store another ebit.
Evaluation Our algorithm was evaluated on five standard example quantum circuits in Quipper [31]:
• Boolean formula (BF) [34]: the circuit implementing the quantum walk, the core of the algorithm;

• Binary welded tree (BWT) [35]: twice the default
tree height;
• Ground state estimation (GSE) [36]: twice the default number of basis functions and occupied orbitals;
• Unique shortest vector (USV-R) [12]: the subproblem called ‘R’, with lattice dimension 3;
• Quantum Fourier transform (QFT) [2]: 200 qubits.
Figure 6 shows the proportion of CNOTs that become
nonlocal after distribution, and the proportion of ebits
needed. A naive distribution would use one ebit per nonlocal CNOT, so larger differences between these proportions mean larger reductions in ebit count. Our approach
reduces the amount of communication needed by more
than a half.
Distributing a circuit across more QPUs renders more
CNOTs nonlocal and increases the ebit count. This increase is not uniform. For example, distributing GSE
for k ≥ 13 makes all CNOTs nonlocal, so the ebit count
barely changes. This is undesirable, because nonlocal
CNOTs cost more than local ones. For each problem,
one wishes to choose the largest k with feasible communication cost; for GSE, k = 11 is reasonable.
Figure 7 shows the ratio between QPU space dedicated
to communication (ebit halves) and space dedicated to
computation (workspace qubits). Again this trade-off
is circuit-dependent. In particular, QFT does not distribute well: k = 3 already requires as much ebit space
as workspace. Figures 6 and 7 suggest the other four circuits do benefit from distribution, particularly BF and
USV-R.
Discussion Our Theorem ensures that, if a hypergraph partition with minimal number of cuts is found,
the distribution we provide has the least number of ebits.
• Our method is optimal under the choice of
Clifford+T gateset and implementing nonlocal
CNOTs as in [30]. However, some quantum circuits may be distributed more efficiently under a
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ther. One might use a complete set of axioms for
rearranging CNOTs [37] to explore equivalent circuits with the least ebit count. This is a nontrivial optimisation problem, because rearranging
CNOTs creates new ones as byproducts (see axiom
CNT.8 [37]), which affect the ebit count.
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• Hypergraph partitioning is an NP-hard problem [22]. Therefore no solver can guarantee optimal solutions in feasible time, and one cannot
expect an optimal distribution in practice. Distributing quantum circuits is also NP-hard, which
follows from the Theorem. On the bright side, NPhardness is often addressed in practice [38], using heuristics that exploit properties of the specific problem. For instance, knowing that all
CNOT-vertices have degree two may help developing search strategies that work better than KaHyPar’s generic ones.
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FIG. 6. Each bar shows the number of nonlocal CNOTs and
ebits required, normalised by the original number of CNOTs.
For each circuit, the bars from left to right correspond to
distributing across 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 QPUs.
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FIG. 7. Each bar shows the ratio between the space dedicated
to communication and the workspace dedicated to computation. For each circuit, the bars from left to right correspond
to distributing across 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 QPUs.

different gateset. The algorithm is easily adapted
to use other gatesets, as it deals with abstract operations requiring inter-QPU communication. We
leave open the question of which gateset is best.
• Phase pre-processing 2 rearranges gates in the circuit, but does not reorder CNOTs acting on the
same wire, which could reduce the ebit count fur-

Our implementation may be improved technically, by
taking better advantage of Haskell’s scalable datatypes,
or by merging into Quipper’s core itself.
Conclusion We have presented an automated method
to distribute quantum circuits across multiple agents,
minimising the quantum communication between them.
Its implementation was evaluated favourably on four test
circuits; the fifth does not seem amenable to distribution.
Our method could thus practically inform larger experimental realisations of quantum devices [15–17]. Furthermore, various cryptography protocols based on computational lattice problems like USV are proposed to be safe
against quantum adversaries [12, 39, 40], and any advantage an attacker could gain by distributing quantum
circuits changes the security parameters.
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A. Proof of Theorem

Theorem Distributions of a quantum circuit with λe
ebits correspond bijectively to partitions of its hypergraph
generated by the pseudocode of Figure 3 with λc cuts. A
partition can be converted into a distributed circuit in
time O(n), where n is the number of gates in the original
circuit.
Proof First, we provide the bijection between the trivial configurations:
• a partition of the hypergraph where all vertices are
in the same block corresponds one-to-one to
• the whole circuit being executed in a single QPU.
Then, we define two primitive transformations for both
problems, which allow us to move vertices around. The
wire-primitive moves wire-vertices:
• given a partition of the hypergraph, moving wirevertex x to block i corresponds one-to-one to
• picking wire x and allocating it to QPU i.
The CNOT-primitive moves CNOT-vertices:
• given a partition of the hypergraph, moving
CNOT-vertex α to block i corresponds one-to-one
to
• picking CNOT α and allocating it to be carried out
in QPU i.
Any partition/distribution can be described as a sequence of primitives: starting from the trivial configuration, first move all CNOTs to their corresponding
block/QPU using the CNOT-primitive once per CNOT,
then do the same for the wires using the wire-primitive.
Because all partition/distributions can be described this
way, and they correspond one-to-one to each other, it is
clear that we have a bijection. It remains to prove that
the bijection preserves λc = λe .
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1. The trivial configuration of both problems has λc =
0 = λe . We impose that the block/QPU where all
vertices are allocated on the trivial configuration is
an auxiliary one that will not hold any vertices/circuit on the final partition/distribution. Thus, it
is just an artifact to simplify the proof.
2. By construction, each CNOT-vertex is connected
to exactly two hyperedges: one of control type and
another of target type. When a CNOT-primitive
is applied, the number of cuts λc will increase by
one if and only if, in the block where it is reallocated, there is no other CNOT-vertex with whom it
shares the same control hyperedge; similarly for the
target hyperedge. The same happens for the ebit
count λe : if, in the QPU where it is reallocated,
there is no CNOT with whom it shares a control
wire, then an ebit is required to remotely access
it, otherwise the channel already exists and no additional ebit is required; the same applies for the
target wire. Thus, we may reallocate all CNOTs
while preserving λc = λe .
3. Applying wire-primitives to the current configura-

tion will always decrease λc and λe . When wirevertex x is reallocated to block i, the number of
cuts λc will decrease by one per hyperedge x shares
with a CNOT-vertex in i. The ebit count λe will decrease under the same circumstances, because the
CNOTs corresponding to those CNOT-vertices will
be able to access the wire locally, and therefore will
not require ebits to do so. Thus, we may reallocate
all wires while preserving λc = λe .
To complete the proof, we just need to show that a
partition can be converted into a distributed circuit in
time O(n), where n is the number of gates in the original
circuit. Given a partition, we may apply the method
above backwards, reaching the trivial configuration and
taking note of the sequence of primitives required to do
so, which will be less than 3n (at most one per CNOT
and each of the wires it acts upon). Then, we just need to
apply the sequence forwards to build the corresponding
distributed circuit. In total, the process takes O(2 · 3n)
primitives, which is equivalent to O(n).

